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5.1.4 
Safeguarding Subcriticality during Loading and Shuffling Operations in the 

Higher Density of the RSG-GAS 's Silicide Core 

T.M. SEMBIRING AND 1. KUNTORO 
Center for Development ofResearch Reactor Technology -National Nuclear Energy Agency (BATAN) 

Kawasan PUSPIPTEK Gd. No. 31 Serpong， Tangerang 15310 INDONESIA 
Fax: 62・21・7560573，e-mail: tagorms@batan.go.id 

The core conversion program of the RSG-GAS reactor is to convert the all-oxide to all-silicide core. The silicide 
equilibrium core with fuel meat density of 3.55 gU cm.3 is an optimal core for RSG-GAS reactor and it can 
significant1y increase the operation cycle length 合om25 to 32 full power days. Nevertheless， the subcriticality of 
the shutdown core and the shutdown margin are lower白anthat of the oxide core. Therefore， the deviation of 
subcriticality condition in the higher silicide core caused by the fuel loading and shuffiing error should be 
reanalysed. The objective of血iswork is to analyse the sufficiency of the subcriticality condition of the 
shutdown core to face the worst condition caused by an error during loading and shuffiing operations. The 
calculations were carried out using the 2・dimensionalmultigroup neu仕ondiffusion code of Batan-FUEL. In the 
fuel handling e汀or，the calculated results showed白atthe subcriticality condition of the shutdown higher density 
silicide equilibri山ncore of RSG-GAS can be maintained. Therefore， all fuel management steps are fixed in the 
present reactor operation manual can be applied in the higher silicide equilibrium core of RSG-GAS reactor. 

Key words: subcriticality， fuel handling， silicide， RSG-GAS 

1. INTRODUCTION 
In the beginning， the RSG-GAS reactor used the LEU (low-enrichment uranium) oxide fuel 
(U30S-Al) of2.96 gU cm・3.After operating several transition cores using mixed oxide-silicide 
(U3Si2・Al)fuel with the same uranium density， the equilibrium silicide core has been 
achieved in the October 2002. The main objectives of the core conversion of the RSG-GAS 
reactor is to increase the operation cyc1e length， to meet the higher reactor availability and 
utilization. The silicide fuel was chosen for the core conversion because of its excellent 
behaviour under irradiation， its high maximum fuel meat density (5.2 gU cm勺andits ease of 
fabrication [1]. 
Moreover， several studies have been carried out to determine an optimal equilibrium silicide 
core ofthe RSG-GAS reactor with the higher fuel meat density. A.final result conc1uded that 
the equilibrium silicide core with fuel meat density of 3.55 gU cm-'> is an optimal core for the 
RSG・GASreactor and it can significantly increase the operation cyc1e length丘om25 to 32 
days at the full power of 30 MWth [2]. 
In the higher density silicide core， the in-core 235U mass， the subcriticality of the shutdown 
core and the shutdown margin are 2% higher， 28% lower and 50% lower than that of the 
oxide core， respectively. Consequently， the deviation of shutdown margin or core 
subcriticality during the fuel loading and shuffling error should be reanalysed. In the Safety 
Analysis Report (SAR) of the RSG-GAS reactor， the fuelloading and shuffling error occurred 
in setting up of a core configuration is analysed as a hypothetical accident [3]. The incorrectl 
inadmissible conditions during loading and shuffling operation are also anticipated in the 
reactor operation manual. The objective of this work is to analyse the sufficiency of the 
subcriticality condition of the shutdown higher density silicide core of the RSG-GAS reactor 
to face the worst condition caused by an error during loading and shuffling operations. 
As a preliminary analysis， the subcriticality calculations were carried out by the 2・

dimensional (2-D) multigroup neutron diffusion code ofthe Batan-FUEL[ 4]. 
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2. THE OPERATING CORE OF RSG-GAS REACTOR 
RSG GAS is a Be-reflected， light-water-moderated and -cooled， 30 MWth (max.) multi 
pu中osereactor. The reactor core is 60 cm in height with rectangular cross section， located in 
the reactor pool 12.45 m under the pool surface. The core and reflector configuration and the 

refuellinglreshuffling scheme are shown in Fig. 1 and Table 1， respectively. On the 10 x 10 
core grid positions there are 40 standard白elelements (FEs， each consisting of21 fuel plates)， 
eight control elements (CEs， each consisting of 15白elplates) initially loaded with 250 and 

178.6 g 235U respectively， Be reflector elements， and other irradiation facilities. The present 
equilibrium silicide core is divided into eight burn-up c1asses with an average bum-up step of 
approximately 7 % loss of "，.J'>U. 
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Beryllium Block Reflector 

Note: BE = Beryllium Element ;BS = Beryllium Element with plug，・CIPIIP= IrradiatiDn Position; PNRSIHYRS = 

Pneumolic I}かdrau/icRabbit System. 

Fig.1'Core configuration ofthe RSG-GAS reactor with bum-up cIass in the second rows. 

Table 1. Reshuffling and refuelling strategy for the 
librium silicide core of the RSG-GAS reactor 

From To From To From To 

H-9 F-IO F-5 F-8 C-7 B-8 
H-8 C-4 F-4 F-6 C-6 G-5 
H-7 F-7 F-3 C-IO C-5 D-4 
H-6 D-IO E-IO B-4 C-4 D-5 
H-5 E-5 E-9 G-6 C-3 H-8 
H-4 F-9 E-8 D-3 B-9 C-9 
G-9 E-8 E-5 A-8 B-8 out 
G-8 out E-3 A-7 B-7 out 
G-6 B-7 D-lO G-4 B-5 out 
G-5 G-8 D-8 out B-4 A-6 
G-4 C-7 D-5 H-5 A-9 A-4 
F-lO G-9 D-4 E-9 A-8 B-5 
F-9 A-5 D-3 C-6 A-7 H-7 
F-8 C-5 C-IO E-3 A-6 B-9 
F-7 F-4 C-9 D-8 A・5 H-6 
F-6 out C-8 F-5 A-4 E-IO 
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2.1. Description of the fuel handling facilities 
The RSG GAS reactor has several fuel四 handlingfacilities to support its operation and 
utilization as shown in Fig 2. The facilities are: 
1. The fresh fuel storage facility. This facility is used to storage the白-eshfuelヲ FEand CE， 

before loaded into the core and located in the reactor building having capacity of 100 fuel 
and con1rol elemcnts園 Thesubcriticality is obtained by geometrical arrangement and it is 
secured by anti凶 seismicdesi伊1of the supporting construction， too. 

2. Spent fuel storage. This facility is stored into two racks with capacity for 150 fuel 
elements each. These racks are located in the reactor pool and its subcriticality is 
maintained by the neutron absorber matcrial of Cadmium. 

3. Rack at the working bridge. The main function ofthis facility is to move the core material 
or discharged FE or CE and then load it to spcnt fuc1 storage using the moveable bridge. 

4. Intermediate Storage Facility. The facility is used as temporarily storage of the FE or 
guide tubes at the loading and unloading process having capacity of 18 FEs. 

Fig.2 Isometric view ofthe RSG GAS Reactor pool 

2.2. Preparation of the new core of the 明 r悶 ctor
The standard fuel elements are allowed to be loaded into the core only if all eight absorber 

control element units are in the positions specified for operation in the SAR Then， bcfore 
handling an absorher control element unit， an ade斗uatcnumber of fuel elements must bc 
removed from suitable positions in the core固

AlI fucl ぞnt ヌare日文目1in thぞ刊でsentreactのすり manualfor preparing a 

new core configuration as follows: 
1. After completion of any cyclcラ5 in Bろラ B拘 8，D-8ヲ and corc grid positions are 

dischargcd to thc spent fuel storagc. 
2園 The16剖 selectedFEs arc unloaded from the core to the intcrmcdiate storage facility. 

3. The FEs are staying in thc corc then are shuffled based on Table 1ヲ thcnthe set up of core 
becomes as shown in Fig. 3. 

4曙 CEin B-7 core grid position is discharged; the !eft in the core are sbuffled and thcn 

fol1owcd by loading a fresh CE into core grid position. 
5. Based 011 thcir previous positions in the corc， all of FEs in the Intermcdiate Storage 

Facilityare loaded into thcir ncxt grid positions as cxprcsscd in Table 1. 
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6. Finally， the five仕eshFEs are loaded into A-9， C-3， F-3， H・4andH・9core grid positions， 
respectively， to set up a new equilibrium core such as Fig.l. 
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Fig.3 Core configuration before handling absorber CE unit 

2.3. Fuelloading and shuffling error 
The hypothetical accidents in which a fuel element is incorrectly loaded that analysed in the 
SAR ofRSG-GAS reactor as follows: 
a. The exchange of two fuel elements 
b. A FE is placed in one ofthe in-core irradiation positions. 
The OLC (Operational Limits and Conditions) related to loading operation gives the 
following conditions [3，5]: 

Minimum shutdown margin is 0.5%. 
keff is less than 0.90 after removal ofthe one or two absorber control element units 
keff is less than 0.95 after incorrect， inadmissible removal of all absorbers control element 
units企omthe core 
keff is less than 0.95 after non-detected， incorrect， inadmissible removal of all absorbers 
仕omthe control element. 
keff is less than 0.95 after non-detected， incorrect， inadmissible allocation of one丘町h白el
element to each of two grid positions were taken as being empty or being filled with fuel 
elements of a higher burn-up category in the planning of the handling operations. 

3. CALCULATION METHODS 
In the present work， the core configuration is modelled in 2-D X-Y reactor geometry. The 
core calculation is carried out using the multigroup neutron diffusion method of the Batan-
FUEL code. The structures ofthe neutron energy boundaries are 10 MeV， 0.821 MeV， 5.531 
keV， 0.625 eV and 0.0 eV. The axial buckling for the 2-D core calculation was corrected by 
the 3-D core calculation. 
The neutron diffusion method has severe restriction in the strong absorber. In the Batan-

FUEL code， the limitation is treated by blackness coefficient [6]，α(DB)， for each energy 
group. The calculated blackness coefficients for the existing absorber in the core of RSG-

GAS reactor， AgInCd， are 6.0078xl0て3.8520xl0・3，1，0822xl0・Iand 0，42295. 
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The accuracy of the Batan-FUEL code using the blackness coefficient for the calculation of 
control rods worth of the RSG-GAS reactor is shown in Table 2. Ref. [8] shows the accuracy 
ofthe neutron diffusion method for analysis ofpartially inserted control rods， as well. 

Table 2. Comparison of the Batan-FUEL and the Monte Carlo method (MVP Code) calculation 
lts [7] with the experiment data ofthe RSG-GAS's first . . 
Core Configuration Experiment Batan-FUEL Monte Car1o-MVP 

Data (2・Dcalculation) JENDL-3.1 
9 FEs and 6 CEs 

1.0 1.00207 0.999780 
(First Criticality) (1.002)事 (1.000) 
12 FEs and 6 CEs 

1.09242 1，10721 1.09531 
(Full core and con甘01rods are fully up) (1.014) (1.003) 

Control rods worth (%) -17.80 -17，50 -17.72 
(0.983) (0.996) 

• Va¥ues in brackets are re¥ative difference from experimenta¥ resu¥t 

The selected hypothetical accidents and the incorrectlinadmissible conditions during fuel 
loading shuffling operations are calculated in this present work as follows: 

The change of core excess reactivity， !lp， after exchange two FEs，丘eshFE and FE with 
4th， 6th and 8th bum-up classes. 

The !lp after positioning a仕eshFE in one of the in-core irradiation positions 
keff after removal of all absorbers control element units企omthe core 
keff after removal of all absorbers企omthe control element 
keff after allocation of one fresh fuel element to each of two grid positions was taken as 
being empty. 

4. RESUL TS AND DISCUSSIONS 

Fig. 4 shows the change of core excess reactivity， !lp， caused by the exchange of the企eshFE 
and the FE with higher bum-up for the silicide equilibrium core with 2.96 and 3.55 gU cmつ

meat density. It can be seen th瓜 !lpincreases with higher bum-up class exchange. For all 

bum-up classes， the !lp in the equilibrium core of 2.96 gU cm-3 meat density are higher than 
that of the equilibrium core of 3.55 gU cm-J meat density. It is caused that the equilibrium 
core of2.96 gU cm-J has a higher core excess reactivity compare with the 3.55 gUcm・30ne.
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Fig.4 Change of core excess reactivity vs. bum-up class exchanged with仕eshfuel 

Table 3 shows that the maximum value of !lp in the silicide equilibrium core of 3.55 gU cm・3
is the lowest one. For that reason， the subcriticality of the silicide core is 9% higher than that 
of the silicide equilibrium core of 2.96 gUcm -3. 
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Table 3. Maximum value of 企p(%) in three equilibrium cores after incorrect 
tioninl! of a仕eshFE in the in-core irradiation posit 

Density Fuel of Subcriticality of the shutdown Maximum value 
The Equilibrium Core core aant d bwegitihnonuint g Xoefnocyn c(l%e，) cold of Ap (%) 

Oxide， 2.96 gU cm・3 -5.30 1.60 

Silicide， 2.96 gU cm.3 -4.10 1.50 

Silicide， 3.55 gU cm.3 -3.81 0.98 

Table 4 sh'Ows the effect 'Of s'Ome inc'Orrectlinadmissible c'Onditi'Ons t'O the calculated ke汀
values during handling the abs'Orber c'Ontr'Ol element units. As menti'Oned bef'Ore， an abs'Orber 
c'Ontr'Ol element unit wil1 be handled after rem'Oval 'Of 21 FEs仕omc'Ore. F'Or the c'Orrect 
c'Onditi'Ons， the calculated ke汀 is0.68 after 21 FEs are rem'Oved and then the c'Ore has ke汀'Of
0.71 'Or 21 % l'Ower than the maximum value 'Of 0.90， after rem'Oval 'Of tw'O abs'Orber c'Ontr'Ol 
element units. 

Table 4 Calculated ke汀 valuesf'Or various conditions during handling of absorber control 
lement units in the silicide equilibrium cores of 3.55 gUcm.3 

Conditions keff 
Given v山|

ofk.宵

After 21 FEs are removed合omcore (correct) 0.68 . 
After removal of two absorber con住01element units (coπect) 0.71 0.90 
After removal of all absorber con位()Ielement units (inc~rrectlinadmissible) 0.75 0.95 
A合erremoval of all absorber from control elements (incorrectlinadmissible) 0.85 0.95 
A抗erallocation of one fresh fuel element to each of two grid positions were 

0.72 0.95 taken as being empty (incorrectlinadmissible) 

As seen in Table 4， the selected inc'Orrect conditi'Ons increased the value 'Of ι汀 about10.3 -
25% c'Ompared with the calculated keff after rem'Oval 'Of 21 FEs. The highest ι汀'Occurredafter 
rem'Oval 'Of all absorber丘omcontr'Ol elements， th'Ough it is still 10.5 % l'Ower than the given 
value ofO.95. 

5. CONCLUSION 
In fuel and control element handling， the ca1culated results sh'Owed that the subcriticality 
c'Onditi'On 'Of the shutd'Own higher density silicide equilibrium c'Ore 'Of RSG-GAS can be 
maintained t'O face the w'Orst conditi'On after the selected hyp'Othetical accidents or 
inc'Orrectlinadmissible c'Onditi'Ons. Thereおre，all fuel management steps are fixed in the 
present react'Or 'Operati'On manual can be used in the higher density silicide equilibrium c'Ore 'Of 
RSG-GAS react'Or. M'Ore'Over， this work will be c'Ontinued by the calculati'On using the M'Onte 
Carlo method t'O get the accurate resu1ts. 
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5. 2 再処理プロセス研究・安全性研究
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